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Purpose
Improve the quality of life for people with disabilities.
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Discussion Elements
#

Subject

Who

1
2

Introductions & Agenda Review
COA Public Works Discussion
- COA’s support of ACAC
- Pedestrian Crossing of So. Commercial Ave. between 22 nd & 32 nd streets
- 2016 Comp Plan Policy T-4.15 Accessible routes of travel
ACAC Activity Update
- Skagit Transit Paratransit Rate increase
- Council Chamber’s restrooms accessibility improvements
- COA initiative to educate pedestrians and drivers about laws and
best practices to cross streets outside controlled crosswalks.
- Discuss COA’s Emergency Preparedness initiative
- Skagit ACAC formation update
Next Steps
- From today’s discussion, what are ACAC priorities to be worked
now?
o Are there others more important we should work now?
- Who is available to do what?
- Discuss tentative timeline
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mens current

Council Bathroom.vsdx

51"

11'‐10 1/8"
4'‐11"

1'‐3½”

00

2'‐3"

8'‐8"

4'‐1/16"

Draft

00

ADA Self‐Assessment‐Not In Compliance

 Toilet‐Distance from side wall 15 ½” vs 16" min.
 Wheelchair maneuvering area 51 ½” vs 59" min.
 Urinals too close to each other, 12" vs 13½”
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mens Alt 1

Council Bathroom.vsdx

4'‐1/16"

1'‐6"

11'‐10 1/8"

Draft

8'‐8"

2'‐8"

00

ADA Self‐Assessment‐Recommendations

Benefits
 Meets or exceeds ADA requirements
 Family friendly

3'‐5"







Proposed Changes
Convert to Single‐use, requires lockable door from inside
Under‐counter waste receptacle
Family friendly‐changing station & child protection seat
Deeper lavatory counter
Relocate urinal and reduce number to 1 vs 2

2'‐6"

 Make restroom an open room without the stall.

2'‐6"

Access to under‐counter
trash can

Red Dimension Lines signify change from current
configuration (where it may not be obvious)

Risks
 Entrapment Potential
 Potential Inconvenience for others due to reduced capacity (multiple‐users vs single‐use & 1 less urinal)
Risk Assessment
 Entrapment Potential: low probability of occurrence, high significance if it occurs‐consider mitigation options
 Potential Inconvenience: moderate probability of occurrence, low significance if it occurs‐no action required
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Council Bathroom.vsdx

mens Alt 2

11'‐10 1/8"

 Make restroom an open room without the stall.











Access to Under‐counter
Trash Can

Proposed Changes
Convert to Single‐use, requires lockable door from inside
Under‐counter waste receptacle
Family friendly‐changing station & child protection seat
Deeper lavatory counter
Relocate lavatory counter & sink
Remove urinals
Benefits
Meets or exceeds ADA requirements
Family friendly
Increased lavatory counter space
Increased maneuverability space

8'‐8"

Draft

ADA Self‐Assessment‐Recommendations

2'‐5 1/2"

4'‐1/16"

1'‐6"

2'‐6"

Red Dimension Lines signify change from current
configuration (where it may not be obvious)

Risks
 Entrapment Potential
 Potential Inconvenience for others due to reduced capacity (multiple‐users vs single‐use & eliminating urinals)
Risk Assessment
 Entrapment Potential: low probability of occurrence, high significance if it occurs‐consider mitigation options
 Potential Inconvenience: moderate probability of occurrence, low significance if it occurs‐no action required
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Council Bathroom.vsdx

2'‐10 3/8"

Draft

7'‐0"

womens current

1'‐2 1/2"

2'‐11"

2'‐0"

4'‐3"

ADA Self‐Assessment‐Not In Compliance
 Toilet‐Distance from side wall 15 ½” vs 16" min.
 Wheelchair maneuvering area 51 ½” vs 59" min.
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Access to Under‐counter
trash can

Draft

7'‐0"

womens Alt 1

1'‐6"

4'‐2"

3'‐1 1/4"

Council Bathroom.vsdx

2'‐4"

ADA Self‐Assessment‐Recommendations

 Make restroom an open room without the stall.
Proposed Changes
 Convert to Single‐use, requires lockable door from inside
 Under‐counter waste receptacle
 Family friendly‐changing station & child protection seat
 Deeper lavatory counter
Benefits
 Meets or exceeds ADA requirements
 Family friendly





Red Dimension Lines signify change from current
configuration (where it may not be obvious)

Risks
Entrapment Potential
Potential Inconvenience for others due to reduced capacity (multiple‐users vs single‐use)
Risk Assessment
Entrapment Potential: low probability of occurrence, high significance if it occurs‐consider mitigation options
Potential Inconvenience: moderate probability of occurrence, low significance if it occurs‐no action required
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Entry

Council Bathroom.vsdx

Draft
2'‐11"

2'‐10"

2'‐10"

Proposed Changes
 None
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Restroom Accessories
Koala Kare KB102‐01 Wall Mounted Child Protection Seat
ECR4Kids Wall Mounted Baby Changing Station, Horizontal Fold Down Diaper Changer
Table with Safety Straps for Commercial Bathrooms, ADA and ANSI Compliant,

Draft

Genuine Joe GJO60465 Plastic Space Saving Waste Container, 23
gallon Capacity, 23" Width x 30" Height x 11" Depth, Gray
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Accessible Design beyond ADA Requirements
The Federal government’s ADA design guidelines define minimums to meet basic needs of people with
disabilities. The following information introduces features beyond ADA’s basic requirements to improve ease
of use and convenience for all who use them.

1) Consider placement of items (e.g. cleaning supplies, waste receptacles, etc.) within restrooms to ensure
areas remain clear and unobstructed.
a. Do not place items in stall (e.g. toilet brush, plunger, supplies, etc.) in wheelchair-maneuvering
space.
b. Consider bathroom entrance and egress in placement of waste receptacles. Placing items next to
doorway may obstruct route of travel for someone using a mobility device.
c. To avoid interference with access aisles or wheelchair turning areas, it is recommended that all
floor-standing and surface-mounted accessories (e.g. trash receptacle, etc.) protruding more than 4
inches (100mm) be located in corners, alcoves, or between other structural elements. Fully
recessed accessories are the recommended choice throughout universally designed restrooms.
i. Consider recessed waste receptacle and combination paper towel dispenser installed next
to lavatory sink.
2) Where automatic doors are not used, provide wheelchair usability by ensuring a clear space, at least 18"
wide, at the pull-side of the door, and maximum pull required to open door of 5 lbs. for interior doors and
8.5 lbs. for exterior doors.
3) Consider motion-activated plumbing and accessories (e.g. toilet flush, lavatory faucets, paper towel
dispensers, lighting, etc.) in restrooms.
4) Consider a single user, accessible family restroom (e.g. changing table, caregiver friendly, etc.).
5) No-steps, acceptable grades and minimal threshold heights throughout routes of travel indoors and
outside.
6) Consider access to, and usability by, people with disabilities in the design of outdoor facilities.
a. Gentle grades, handrail placement
b. Consider cane, walker and manual wheelchair users when defining walking surface (i.e. exposed
aggregate may be too uneven) and ensure adequate friction coefficient when wet.
c. min. 42" wide, hard-surface, unobstructed walking paths
d. places to sit and rest, plus wheelchair accessible if tables provided
7) Minimum 34" wide doorways throughout facility.
8) Turning space in all rooms of 5'
9) Include braille orientation & guidance signage
10) Install assistive listening device(s) in large gathering rooms and meeting rooms.
11) Use color contrast in instances where those with sight impairment could benefit (e.g. contrasting walkways,
etc.).
12) Consider parking, drop off point, entrance, etc. to minimize distance travelled by people with disabilities.

Note: These suggestions are from Bobrick’s Planning Guide For Accessible Restrooms .

4/21/2019
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Did you know?
Pedestrians have the right of way at a marked or unmarked intersection when
crossing the street.
Pedestrian Safety Responsibility - RCW 46.61.240
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always look left, right and left again before crossing the street to make sure you know
where traffic is in either direction.
Make eye contact with the person in the vehicle to ensure they see you and will stop for
you to cross.
If a pedestrian is crossing anywhere other than an intersection or marked crosswalk, the
pedestrian must yield to traffic.
People with Disabilities may enter a crosswalk from curb ramps and stay as close to
crosswalk as possible.
In intersections where traffic control signals are in operation, pedestrians shall not cross
at any place except in a marked crosswalk.
No pedestrian shall cross a roadway intersection diagonally unless authorized by official
traffic control devices.
No pedestrian shall cross a roadway or unmarked crosswalk where an official sign
prohibits such crossing.

Vehicle Safety Responsibility – RCW 46-61-235
•
•

•

The operator of a vehicle shall stop and remain stopped to allow a pedestrian or bicycle
to cross the roadway within an unmarked or marked crosswalk.
Whenever a vehicle stops for a pedestrian or bicyclist at a marked or unmarked
crosswalk, any other vehicle approaching from the rear shall not overtake or pass the
stopped vehicle.
If the operator of a vehicle does not stop and an infraction is issued, there are a number
of variables that will determine the price of the ticket and can double the price of a
ticket:
o Did occurrence happen around a school zone or playground
o Was speeding involved
o Was distracted driving involved
o Penalties may not be waived, reduced or suspended

hy Dave A. Oliveri
Fire Chief

The first in a series of articles detailing our community's risk
reduction efforts &. developing a plan for success.
The City of Anacortes lies within The
Pacific Northwest region of Washington,
which boasts an abundance of unique
environments and opportunities to
share with nature. Everyone who
lives, works, represents and protects
these communities need to heed the
warnings, and address the myriad of
potentially devastating hazards that
could incapacitate our communities.
This will require a comprehensive review
of our emergency preparedness plans.
These plans highlight the preparations
necessary to minimize, reduce or
eliminate the effects of wildland fires,
earthquakes, tsunamis, and even
tornadoes. Following this review,
representatives from each group of
stakeholders having ownership within the
community need to assemble in order to
develop an all-inclusive community-based
disaster risk reduction plan (CBDRR).
The CBDRR plan must cover all facets
and contingencies of reducing the risks
with regards to the high probability of
a catastrophic event occurring in the
general vicinity of or within the Anacortes
community itself.
The components of a successful CBDRR
plan must include participation from the
membership of each group of stakeholders
within the community in order to
develop a specific time-line detailing
the length of the project, pinpointing the
target completion date, establishing and
scheduling review cycles, and considering
solutions to the inevitable drawbacks
that will be encountered by the process.
The components of a successful CBDRR
plan must include participation from the
membership of each group of stakeholders
within the community in order to
develop a specific time-line detailing

the length of the project, pinpointing the
target completion date, establishing and
scheduling review cycles, and considering
solutions to the inevitable drawbacks that
will be encountered by the process. Even
though large wildland fires, earthquakes,
tsunamis, flooding, and damaging
tornadoes are more likely in other parts
of Washington and the U.S., none will be
more damaging to the people, property,
and the infrastructure than within an
area such as Anacortes.
The development of and the ability
to manage a CBDRR plan in response
to the threat of a catastrophic event is
a necessary step for all communities,
businesses, and emergency services
organizations located within the hazard
zone. Therefore, after formation of
the CBDRR development strategy,
deliberation by members of the committee
regarding funding, mainly where it will
come from and how to keep it flowing,
as well as sustainability are critical and
highly important issues that must be
focused on in order to bring the CBDRR
plan to completion. Sustainability issues
are highlighted by committees struggling
with keeping the information flowing
to all potentially impacted individuals
and groups in order to get them prepared
and keep them prepared. Performing
annual reviews to continually evaluate the
CBDRR plan and the hazards affecting the
area, as well as a continual cycling of the
CBDRR program to contact and gain the
interest of new members, and distributing
the CBDRR plan to all stakeholders with
any changes, updates or improvements
are necessary to keep the community's
awareness at the highest level.
"Community-based disaster risk

Excerpt from COA's A-town is OUR TOWN publication.

reduction strengthens social cohesion
and cooperation within the community
and society; it builds confidence
among individuals, households, and
communities for any undertaking
including disaster preparedness and
mitigation" (Shaw, 2012, p. 5). Mr. Shaw
(2012) further explains that through this
process of CDBRR plan development,
communities can be strengthened
enough to be able to embark on any of
a multitude of programs that would
prove to be beneficial to the people and
stakeholders of that community, the
region, and the nation. The communitybased disaster risk reduction process is
timely, proven, and advantageous to all
communities as the catastrophic effects
of a disaster are seemingly limitless and
far reaching with no group immune from
the potentially crippling devastation.
Utilizing a comprehensive CBDRR plan
will provide the pillar necessary to
support our paramount responsibility as
a community, keeping our city and our
citizens safe.
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